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at Hufuf, I had every reason to want to place ourselves
beyond the reach of recall. So we set to work, striking the
tents, packing my cases into the stout fibre saddle-bags1 of
Hasa manufacture, and arranging the loads.
While my companions were loading up I strolled about
examining the little plantation—a single stoutly-built grange
of clay in a walled palm-grove of a couple of acres with a well.
A small patch of millet stubble occupied some of the walled
space, and some little fields of young wheat lay outside. The
plantation seemed to be untenanted at the moment, its
owner being a man named Ibn Wutaid of Dawasir origin. As a
last contact with the civilisation we were leaving it was an un-
inspiring little, spot and the climatic conditions were horrible
in the extreme. A cold, dull wind of moderate force blew
over the bleak scene from the north-west, and our horizon
was a wall of grey, damp mist through which every now and
then came a faint reminder that the sun was somewhere
beyond it. We could scarcely hope to make much progress
during what remained of the afternoon, but we could make a
start and that would at least enable us to get our marching
routine going. I thought, too, with satisfaction, that a short
ride would be a wise beginning for muscles long unaccustomed
to camel-riding. I had not ridden since the pilgrimage of the
preceding April, when I had not been severely tested, while
previous to that I had not done any serious camel riding
since my journey from Rabigh to Wadi Fatima and back
in 1925.
At 1.30 p.m. we made a start and the dim ghosts of the
Dulaiqiya palms soon disappeared into the mist behind us.
Almost immediately we passed the abandoned mud-grange
of Qasr Qarradi in the midst of a sandy waste sprinkled here
and there with scatters of pebbles, among which I noticed a
good deal of whitish quartzite. A run-away camel necessi-
tated a short halt to recapture it and adjust its load. Many
of the beasts seemed indeed tb be very heavily loaded,
though those carrying my own paraphernalia got off very
1 These Mahasin (sing. Mahsctn), or Khasaif (sing. Khaeifa), are ingen-
iously made of palm-fibre woven round a skeleton of ropes, and the amount
of wear and tear they stand is astonishing.

